For the best days of your life
GREAT HEARING AND SOUND QUALITY

You can feel comfortable participating in any situation with ReSound Cala:

- Focus on what you want to hear and still be able to respond to sounds and voices around you
- Enjoy smooth, automatic adjustment of volume and noise level
- Sound quality that is comfortable and clear
- Experience rich, true-to-life sound – including music – thanks to our unique sound technology
Enjoy Life’s Moments

ReSound Cala is for all those moments when nothing but the best will do. You’ll enjoy sound quality to hear and understand with ease. You can personalize your listening experience with the ReSound Smart™ app, and connect with your world thanks to direct streaming from your iPhone®. ReSound Cala lets you enjoy what life has to offer:

- Excellent speech understanding for comfortable conversation
- Apps to personalize your hearing experience
- Direct wireless connections to the people and things you love
Direct connections to everything you love

THE LATEST IN WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY

Thanks to our wireless technology, ReSound Cala works like wireless stereo headphones for your iPhone®, iPad® or iPod® touch with no extra devices. You get stereo sound delivered right to your ears.

- Talk on the phone with ease
- Keep in touch with FaceTime®
- Use audio apps – like Siri®
- Take your music with you
- Enjoy movies, audio books and podcasts

You can also use the Phone Clip+ to turn your ReSound Cala hearing instruments into a handsfree headset for any Android or Bluetooth device.

Our industry-leading wireless communication system also powers ReSound 2.4 GHz wireless accessories. They extend the range of your hearing instruments and help you hear even more.
Personalize your hearing preferences

HEAR THE WAY YOU WANT TO HEAR

You can use the free ReSound Smart app to control and optimize your ReSound Cala hearing instruments right from selected Samsung Galaxy devices, your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch – or your Apple Watch.

- Regulate volume and change programs
- Adjust treble and bass to suit your tastes
- Set your hearing instruments to remember your favorite programs for particular locations
- Find lost hearing instruments
- Learn about caring for your hearing instruments
- Reduce noise even more in loud environments so you can focus on speech
Attractive design that is durable too

A MODEL THAT IS RIGHT FOR YOU

Robust, durable and good-looking, ReSound Cala comes in a variety of models and colors. You’re sure to find a style that suits you.

*Only available in ReSound Cala, Receiver in-the-Ear, 61 model
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